
Development Stage of the ADDIE Model

The key factor in instructional development is facilitators must be given the right tools to make the 
design come to life and successfully implement it.

If a lesson plan does not provide all important information the facilitator may get lost in the lesson 
and implementation and feel frustration.

The lesson plans must be complete enough with all information for anyone with the right expertise 
to deliver the course.

When designing a lesson plan what should the instructional designer consider:

Who their facilitators are
Who their students are
Adaptations (Special Ed, ELL)

The Format of the Lesson Plan

Lesson plan needs to be written in a way that makes implementing the class/lesson simple.
Consistent format
Each of the nine events is covered in a separate section of the plan

1. Gaining Attention: Play a video, role play, show photos, previous topic, mystery 
object, demonstration, objectives, question/discussion, story/poem, song

2. Direction
3. Recall
4. Content
5. Application Feedback--Level 1 Guided Learning (I Do)
6. Application Feedback--Level 2 Eliciting Performance (You Do)
7. Application Feedback--Level 3 Feedback (We All Do)
8. Evaluation
9. Closure

Include how long each section will take - Timing/Pacing

Elimination of Events - Things to consider for eliminating events

Not enough time to cover all nine events
Events too complex for the learner or content
Consider all nine events when designing the lesson and then remove as necessary.

How it Looks: 
Practice example created with Carol, Catherine, and myself

Making a Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwich

Gaining Attention:
Provide materials for a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. (Peanut butter, jelly, loaf of bread, knife, 
plate, napkin)

Direction:



The student will create a peanut butter and jelly sandwich following step by step directions.

Recall:
Survey students for how many have created a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.

Content:
1.  Make sure you have all of your ingredients and tools: peanut butter,
jelly, 2 pieces of bread, 2 knives, plate or napkin.
2.  Open the peanut butter by unscrewing the lid.
3.  Using one of the knives, scoop about 1 tablespoon of peanut butter
onto on side of one piece of bread.
4.  Spread the peanut butter all over that one side of bread.
5.  Put the lid back on the peanut butter by screwing the lid in the
opposite direction of when you opened it.
6. Open the jelly by unscrewing the lid.
7. Using the other knife, scoop about1 tablespoon of jelly onto the other
piece of bread(just one side).
8.  Screw the lid back on the jelly by screwing it in the opposite
direction as when you opened it.
9.  Place the 2 pieces of bread together with the peanut butter side
facing the jelly side.
10. Using the jelly knife, cut the sandwich in half.
11.  Place it on the plate or napkin.
12. Enjoy!

Application Feedback:
Teacher will demonstrate while students read along with steps from the content teaching.

Eliciting Performance:
Students will practice creating their own peanut butter and jelly sandwich following the content 
steps.

Feedback:
Students will evaluate and share with others their final product and provide each other with 
feedback on their peanut butter and jelly sandwich.

Evaluation:
Assess students using a rubric on their ability to create a peanut butter and jelly sandwich that 
follows the required content steps.

Closure:
Review steps and reread together orally as a class.


